Abstract-BUGs algorithms are navigation algorithms that have been designed to seek of a target in a plane that contains obstacles. Many new navigation algorithms have been inspired from them and their applications can be found in autonomous mobile robots, e.g., self driving vehicles. These algorithms are inspired from insects and are comparable to the motion of ants, which yields motion strategies for the robot that guarantees the elusive target will be detected, if such strategies exist. However, these algorithms have not been formally verified using existing formal verification tools. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to apply model checking for verifying the correctness of BUGs algorithms and draw conclusions for future uses of formal methods in the design and model checking of navigation algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in robotics and computational geometry in planning paths for mobile automata, e.g., a mobile robot [1] , [2] . Mobile robots are surrounded by a zoo of sensors, e.g., cameras, radars and lasers, which links robots with the external world and provide data to processors. This system of sensors and processors allows the robot to learn the structure of its environment and help it planning its navigation [3] . This technology makes autonomous cars become reality nowadays.
The two well-known reactive navigation algorithms, the BUG1 and BUG2, are presented in [1] . These algorithms are used to deal with the problem of searching for a target, using a robot that lacks a map of a two-dimensional environment filled with a finite number of obstacles, lacks the ability to construct a map, and has imperfect navigation ability. Reactive navigation means that the robot reacts to the environment based on a light source, a line on the floor or wall following [4] . Robots use sensors to measure and detect features in the environment (e.g., strength of light source, distance to line, distance to wall, or contact with an obstacle). It is assumed that there is only 'local' knowledge of the environment and 'global' one for the target. Moreover, it is assumed that they have tactile sensing, meaning that, there is a finite range of sensing [1] .
Formal verification of algorithms ensures that the algorithm behaviour conforms to the correctness specification. This is crucial for safety-critical algorithms, i.e., navigation algorithms of autonomous vehicles. Petri nets [5] and process algebras [6] are mathematical modelling language that are suitable for modelling and formally verifying concurrent and distributed systems. Coloured Petri nets [7] are an extension of Petri nets, which are more expressive. These formalisms are successfully used in many areas. For instance, coloured Petri nets are used to analyze communication protocols [8] , to verify secure information flow in federated clouds [9] , for diagnosis [10] , and to verify the information flow security in Cloud computing systems [11] . In this paper, we will formally model and verify, using model checking [12] , the BUGs algorithms using coloured Petri nets.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the notions and description of BUGs algorithms. The basic definitions relating to Petri nets are given in Section 3. Section 4 outlines how Petri nets could be used to verify the BUGs algorithms and Section 5 presents experimental results obtained for the proposed approach. Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. BUGS ALGORITHMS
In this section we will discuss the BUGs algorithms. These algorithms assume the following definition for a proper implementation of their execution (see Fig. 1 ):
-starting point -the initial robot position.
-goal -the effective final target to be reached by the robot.
-hit point -in case of presence of one or more obstacles, this is the initial point of collision with the obstacle. -leave point -the point where the robot is finally leaving the obstacle. -path -the whole trajectory of the robot which is determined by a sequence of couple of hit and leave points, bounded together by the starting and goal points.
A. The BUG1 Algorithm BUG1 aims at planning a path from an initial point, the Start, to a final destination, the Target, and can be executed at any point of a continuous path. To facilitate the description of the algorithm we use Fig. 1 . At the start point S, we have a mobile automaton MA, i.e., a robot. In the given plane there are two obstacles, obj 1 and obj 2 that interpose between the MA at S point and the given target, T. When the MA reaches an i th obstacle, it defines a hit point H i , where i ∈ N and when it leaves the obstacle, to carry on its travel toward the T, MA defines a leave point L i , where i ∈ N and L 0 = S. Moreover, a target reachability test is applied. Here, there are two possible scenarios. Either, the target is not reachable, and then the whole process stops, or a shorter way along the boundary to L i is calculated, and it is used to reach L i .
B. The BUG2 Algorithm
BUG2 algorithm serves the same purpose with BUG1. However, it has different strategy and characteristics. The main difference of BUG2 versus BUG1, is that MA can visit again the same obstacle i.
As in BUG1, the strategy of BUG2 target reachability test is applied. After a hit point, H j , is defined, the MA, using the local directions, walks around the obstacle boundary until a leave point, L j = Q, is defined. Q is a point that is met from the straight line (Start, Target) such that the distance d(Q) < d(H j ) and the line defined by Q and Target does not cross the current obstacle at point Q.
The main difference between the BUG1 and BUG2 algorithms is that the former performs an exhaustive search since it explore the entire perimeter of the obstacle before leaving it, whereas the latter one merely takes the first solution which seems more opportunistic in order to leave the obstacle. Because of this overall exploration, the BUG1 guarantees good results even in the case of complex shape of the colliding obstacles.
III. PETRI NETS
Petri nets are a mathematical graphical modelling language for a formal description of systems whose dynamics are characterized by concurrency, synchronization, mutual exclusion and conflict. In this section, we briefly recall two classes of Petri nets used in our discussion, the Place/Transition nets and the colour Petri nets (see [5] and [7] for more details).
A. Place/Transition Nets
A Place/Transition net (PTN), as shown in Fig. 2 , consists of two disjoint finite sets of nodes, P and T , respectively called places and transitions, a mapping W : (P ×T )∪(T ×P ) → N specifying the weights of arcs that connect the nodes, and the Intuitively, places carry (black) tokens which represent the current distribution of resources in a system modelled by the net. In other words, the current state of the modelled system is given by the number of tokens in each place.
Transitions are the active components of the net. An input arc of a transition t starts at a place p and ends at t provided that n = W (p, t) > 0. In such a case, n is the arc's weight signifying that an execution of t requires n tokens in p which are consumed as a result. Similarly, an output arc from t to p exists provided that m = W (t, p) > 0, and an execution of t inserts m tokens into p.
A transition t is allowed to be executed (or fired) at a
, for all places p. In general, one can fire a finite multiset of transitions
, for all places p (that is, input tokens cannot be shared), and its firing results in a marking M such that
B. Coloured Petri Nets
PTNs are a low-level model, and in practical applications, it is convenient to use more compact (but behaviourally equivalent) high-level Petri net models. An example of such a compact model are coloured Petri nets (CPNs) [7] , where the tokens are tuples of values, the arcs are used as selectors allowing one to specify the format of input and output tokens, and transitions have associated guards which allow one to easily express, e.g., various security policies.
IV. MODELLING BUGS ALGORITHMS
In this section, two CPN models are presented (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 ) that captures the behaviour of BUG1 and BUG2 algorithm, respectively. These models can then be analyzed to verify the correctness and efficiency of the algorithms.
It is assumed that the system is based on a fixed size plane that contains a MA (e.g., a robot), two obstacles of arbitrary shape and size, and a point that represents the MA's target. To that end, these models capture all the possible route scenarios that the robot can follow to reach the target. For the verification task, we used the MARIA toolset (see [13] ). Its on-the-fly model checker verifies properties expressed in temporal logic by computing the product of a property automaton and the reachability graph of a PN interpreted as automaton. Models' representations in MARIA input language are available from the authors upon request. BUG1 (n#r). Fig. 3 shows a CPN modelling BUG1 algorithm. It models a robot that its goal is to reach a specified target using the BUG1 algorithm. As it was mentioned above, the two obstacles in the plane are of arbitrary shape and size. The place Robot contains a number of robots (indicated by (n#r)).
In general, there are seven possible path scenarios with two obstacles in the plane. Firstly, the obstacles can be located in positions that the robot will not meet them during its travel to the target. Thus, the robot travels directly to the target via the transition goT o T 3 . Also, the robot can meet one of the obstacles and then continue its travel to the Target. According to Fig. 3 , the robot meets a hit point (place H 1 or H 2 ) via the transitions goT o O 1 or goT o O 2 , respectively. Then, the robot walks around of the obstacle one time in order to find a suitable leave point and comes back (via the transitions goT o H 1 or goT o H 2 ) to the initial hit point (places H 1 1 or H 2 1 ). Consequently, the robot goes to the leave point (places L 1 or L 2 ) via the transitions goT o L 1 or goT o L 2 , respectively. Now, from the leave point the robot can reach the target via transitions goT o T 1 or goT o T 2 . However, although the robot is in a leave point, due to the structure of the obstacle, it may not reach the target. In this case, via transitions t 1 or t 2 the robot is moved to places ¬reach 1 or ¬reach 2 , respectively. Another case is the one where the robot meets the first obstacle and then during its travel to the target meets also the second obstacle. In this case, the robot from the leave point L 1 , via the transition goT o O 2 1 goes to a heating point of the second obstacle (place H 2 ). Here, we can have two cases. Either the robot will reach the target via the transition goT o T 2 or (again due to the structure of the second obstacle) it may not reach the target and via the transition t 2 , it is moved to place ¬reach 2 . It should be mentioned that we model the behaviour in Fig. 1 , which illustrates that the robot copes with the presence of two obstacles and finally reaches the target. Thus, transitions t 1 and t 2 have a guard (x = "¬r") that rules out the possibility the robot cannot reach the target due to the structure of the obstacles. Similarly, transitions goT o T 1 and goT o T 3 have a guard for preserving the behaviour of the system as shown in Fig. 1 . BUG2 (n#r). Fig. 4 models the BUG2 algorithm. It is similar to Fig. 3 with one difference. The robot does not walk around the obstacle. In this case, we could say, the robot is opportunistic and when it finds a leave point, it leaves the current obstacle and goes for the target. Thus, in this model places H 1 1 and H 2 1 and transitions goT o H 1 and goT o H 2 have been removed.
We verify that the robot eventually will reach the target. This property is captured by the LTL-X formula φ = ♦ T arget. We achieve this by assigning appropriate guards in the transitions which allow the robot behave as shown in Fig. 1 .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The experimental results are summarised in Table I , where the meaning of the tables is as follows (from left to right): the number of robots, the verification time and the number of this table) . The MARIA tool has confirmed that the verification property of each model holds. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 compare the verification times and the state space of the models. We can observe that the verification of BUG1 increases significantly with the size of the system. Lumelsky and Stepanov presented and proved in [1] that BUG2 is more efficient than BUG1. Here, we show by applying model checking that BUG1 is indeed more 'conservative' and exhaustive searching algorithm than BUG2 because investigates thoroughly each obstacle until defining a leave point. On the other hand, BUG2 is an opportunistic algorithm. It defines as a leave point the first point that looks a better option. In most cases, BUG2 outperforms BUG1, however, we should not forget that in some rare cases can be too costly, for instance, when the start point, target and obstacles present an in-position arrangement. Meaning that the given obstacle and the pair of points (start, target) have a mutual position where (a) a segment of the straight line (start, target) crosses the obstacle boundary at least once, and (b) either the start point or the target are inside the convex hull of the obstacle [1] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented how Petri nets can be used for verifying the correctness of BUGs algorithms. We showed how these algorithms can be represented formally by a suitable CPN model, and how their behaviour can be analysed using existing verification methods and tools developed for Petri nets [8] . To that end, we showed by applying model checking that BUG2 outperforms the BUG1 algorithm as it was originally proved in [1] . The results presented in this paper indicate that the use of formal methods and model checking can be applied to the design process of navigation algorithms and evaluate their performance. Moreover, this study can reduce the cost due to design errors, increase the performance of the algorithms, and make them more efficient.
